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Getty Images As you'll find out, graduation ceremonies are the longest thing in the world. Never. You'il survive much better if your belly doesn't grumble. So be sure to fill up with lots of food and water in advance so you're ready for anything. 2. Break those shoes at the bottomA we've all seen the graduation fall-over fail videos. They're the worst. But don't panic - chances are you'll be FINE. Take some
precautions, just to be safe - break new shoes, opt for a sensitive and mute heel height as it seems, practice walking. 3. The hats are COMPLICATEDWhen you get it fitted, the hat will look/feel like it's on the back towards the front, but just trust them. And bring at least 30 kirby hands on your person to hold him in place. 4. ... So you'll need a hair strategyOmbio most updos won't work with a mortar at all.
Experiment with down-dos in advance, using your own hat to check how suitable it is for headgear. And don't forget about hairsail like you've never had your hair done before. 5. Waterproof makeup is a mustEven if the whole graduation ceremony planning process is dullsville, you will be surprised at how exciting the day itself is. The happiness that your hard work has borne fruit, sadness that your
Topshop discount is ending... Tears will flow. 6. Prepare for the windA lot of graduation ceremonies are in spring and summer, when the breezy weather is full. Try opting for a fitted dress, because you'll have your hands pretty full trying to stop your dress flying, let alone if you're trying not to flash your pants, too. 7. Curb your enthusiasm when it's time to clapWhen names start to be read, don't go crazy
about the applause. You will have to do hundreds of times. Exaggerate the enthusiasm, and you'll have sore palm trees before they've even reached the surnames starting with R. 8. Tell your family to take ALL the photosSavisi focus on not falling on heels, or catch up with your companions you haven't seen after exams (and may not see for centuries sob) probably don't take many shots of your own, so
make sure your family catches everything. 9. Don't pretend to be too cool for that hat toss photo It's a rite of passage. Don't let your pride get in the way of taking a brilliant shot. For an additional incentive, try to angle your mortar throw so that it land on your favorite classmate. 10. Try to stay in the moment It can be boring, the family can be stressful, but do your best to appreciate every minute of it. You
only have one day of graduation. Having fun! This content is created and managed by third parties and imported into this page to allow users to your e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and content similar to piano.io If your little one is graduating in preschool this year, then you definitely have something to celebrate! If you're throwing a party or attending a ceremony at
school, consider giving your child a special graduation gift for the occasion. Some of these kindergarten graduation gifts are fun, others make a nice memory, but they will all show your new graduate how proud you are. IPGGutenbergUKLtd/Getty Images Do you know where your child will go to kindergarten next year? If so, find out if they have a new school T-shirt that you can buy and give to your little one.
If this isn't an option, check to see if they have matite, folders, matite, or other types of school consumables marked with the school's new name. Alternatively, you can create your own new school shirt via a custom site or by making your own t-shirt transfer. Fabric pens and markers also work well. AlonsoAguilar/Getty Images When your child enters school in the fall, what will it be? Sure, a kindergarten, of
course, but what's the mascot in your new school? A lion? A bulldog? A panther? If you know, take a small version of plush animals to cuddle during the summer. Some school districts can sell them, but if not, just hit the local game store or online retailer to see if they have a generic version of what you're looking for. If you really want to complete the graduation gift, grab a small life-size t-shirt and decorate
it to match the school's new T-shirt above. Books always make great graduation gifts, but there are some who really lend themselves to the occasion. As long as you think your little one won't mind not being part of the process, go shopping for some basic kindergarten school supplies, including a backpack and lunch box and give them as graduation gifts. Things like this are likely to make them very for next
year (actually, she can get so excited that she wants to use them right away). Graduating from preschool is a big deal for your little one. And while you never want to raise a spoiled child, there's no reason why from time to time you can't spend a little and get them that special toy as a graduation gift they've seen. wwskies/stock.xchng Preschool graduation gifts don't get much more festive than balloons!
Grab a dozen latex in rainbow colors (or your child's favorite colors) or see if you can find mylar number balloons and spell out the year your child graduated from preschool age or (gulp) if you can handle it emotionally, the year you graduate from high school. Flowers for a baby? Why not? There are plenty of cute deals available through national retailers or you could ask your local florist to make one for
you. Think bold, bright colors in a non-traditional vase like a bucket or popcorn mold. Lotsa Love arrangement of 1-800 Flowers also includes candy and a sweet plush bear. forst747/stock.xchng What's on your to-do list for kids this summer? Playing outdoors? Bubbles blowing? Maybe a trip to a playground or seven? Help your kindergarten celebrate the end of the school year by celebrating the season
that makes everything possible: summer! Fill a beach bucket (or wagon, depending on your budget) with fun toys and summer games. Include things like sand toys, sunglasses, bubbles, sidewalk chalk, a kite, a jumping rope, water balloons, etc. Then go outside and have fun in the sun! Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Ceremonial programs are often an afterthought of wedding
planning. Sure, you spent a lot of time working on the wedding ceremony itself, but explaining the details to your guests? Not so high on a bride's priority list. Thankfully, writing a great ceremony program is as easy as one, two, three! A ceremony program is a document that provides guests with information to guide them through the wedding ceremony. Traditionally he outlines the proceedings and includes
the names of all those attending the ceremony. Before you start, you will want to choose a design. Choose something that matches your invitation and other paper products for a cohesive look during your celebration. You could go traditional with a single card or folded booklet, or get creative with something like program enthusiasts for an outdoor ceremony. Alison Czinkota/Brides Once you choose your
design, here's how easy it is to fill out the details: your programs should provide guests with information to guide them through your ceremony. Everyone follows a similar structure, so start with this general format: Your names, date, and location of your ceremony (both at the top and cover)A short welcome word, blessing, or prayerA outline of the processIs the names of everyone attending your ceremony
When you're getting into the details, you can keep things more general or become really specific. The process may be simple (Welcome, Readings, Exchange of Vows, The Kiss!) or go into details about the order of the procession, which readings are included, and any additional blessings or unity rituals you are including. For a religious ceremony, in particular, you must include the names of any reads or
songs that will be included in the ceremony, with the optional addition of page numbers so that guests can follow the scriptures. When appointing those attending the ceremony, the traditional format is as follows: the bride's parents, the groom's parents, the bridesmaids and newlyweds (with the bridesmaid and the best man listed first), the flower girl and ring bearer, ushers and readers, and the officiating. If
you are married to a religious officiant or someone whose work allows them to perform a marriage (such as a judge), be sure to include their correct title (Father Michael Smith, Rabbi Andrew 'immerman or Mr Samuel Brown). You can also list everyone's names in the order in which they will walk down the aisle so guests can follow them as each person appears. Of course, every wedding needs some
personal touches! A longer note for guests or a note about the meaning of the place will help set the scene further. Do you have an unplugged ceremony? Put this information in the foreground and center so that the thing your guests see is your request that they put away their cameras and phones. When naming your wedding party, consider adding a short note about how you know each person, whether
the bridesmaid is your sister, or the ring bearer is the groom's nephew. If there are people who have died that you would like to honor, include a note at the end of the program acknowledging their absence. You can specify particular names, or leave this as a more general note in honor of people who can't be with you to celebrate. While religious programs usually include the names of all readings, it's not
necessary for secular weddings, though it's a nice addition. Include the title of the reading, the author, and the name of the person who will read it. If you're having a multicultural wedding or including traditions guests may not be familiar with, your schedule is a great place to include some explanations, whether it's chuppah symbolism or the meaning of the Filipino and hollow veil. Finally, if the ceremony and
reception are located in two different places, it is recommended to include the name and address of the reception venue and the start time of the reception so that guests know where to go after the first kiss (and what time to get there!). there!).
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